Abstract-Soaring capacity and coverage demands dictate that future cellular networks need to soon migrate towards ultradense networks. However, network densification comes with a host of challenges that include compromised energy efficiency, complex interference management, cumbersome mobility management, burdensome signaling overheads and higher backhaul costs. Interestingly, most of the problems, that beleaguer network densification, stem from legacy networks one common feature i.e., tight coupling between the control and data planes regardless of their degree of heterogeneity and cell density. Consequently, in wake of 5G, control and data planes separation architecture (SARC) has recently been conceived as a promising paradigm that has potential to address most of aforementioned challenges. 
I. INTRODUCTION
T RADITIONAL cellular networks are designed with tight coupling of control and data planes. This architecture conforms to the main objective of ubiquitous coverage and spectrally efficient voice-oriented homogeneous services. The recent growth of data traffic overwhelmingly brought a paradigm shift from voice-traffic to data-traffic. Cisco made observations at internet service providers and predicted that the annual global Internet traffic will rise to 1.4 zettabyte by the year 2017 as compared to 528 exabyte (EB) in 2012 [1] . One of the contributors in this massive growth of Internet traffic is the proliferation of mobile devices and machineto-machine (M2M) communication. Due to this growth, the capacity and coverage requirements exploded in recent years with worldwide mobile traffic forecast of more than 127 EB in the year 2020 [2] . An increase of thousand-fold in wireless traffic is expected in 2020 as compared to 2010 figures [3] with expected figure of 50 billion communication devices [4] . The explosive growth of mobile traffic is being handled by deploying tremendous amount of small cells resulting in heterogeneous network (HetNet) [5] .
The tight coupling of planes in conventional cellular networks leaves minimum control to consider networks' energy efficiency metric. This metric had a less concern previously due to less number of subscribers, rare data services, sparse deployments, and less awareness of green cellular communication. The green attribute of the cellular communication refers to reduction of unnecessary power consumption and its subsequent impact on the environment in the form of CO 2 emissions [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The green cellular communication can be realized by bringing energy-awareness in the design, in the devices [12] and in the protocols of communication networks. Due to the network scaling and heterogeneity (large number of small cell deployments), this metric became prominent. In this regard, it has been estimated that the energy consumption by the information and communications technology (ICT) results in 2% of global carbon emissions [13] .
Small cell deployment is an agile, cost-effective, and energy efficient solution to meet coverage and capacity requirements. However, large number of deployments (e.g., prediction of 36.8 million small cell shipments by year 2016 according to ABI research [14] ), the energy efficiency gain due to small cells might be compromised. Moreover, it also poses operational expenditure (OPEX) challenges to the network operators. This heterogeneity has also imbalanced the provision of data services between macro and small cells resulting in severe interference/backhaul-limited communication. In order to overcome the threatening issues of power consumption, the awareness of energy consumption has already been realized and a number of energy conservation techniques/approaches have been investigated in the literature.
Another core issue, rising in future ultra-dense HetNet, is the interference management. The main limiting factor in achieving the optimum capacity is intra/inter-cell interference.
Although intra-cell interference, in present cellular networks, has been eliminated by using orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) technology and radio resource management (RRM), provision of underlay co-existing networks (e.g., device-to-device (D2D), M2M), in future ultra-dense environment will again cause intra-cell interference along with existing inter-cell interference. Current interference management techniques mainly comprise mitigation, cancellation, and coordination. The first two techniques are best suited to a single cell environment, whereas for multicell scenarios, coordination techniques comprising inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC), enhanced ICIC (eICIC), coordinated beamforming (CB), and coordinated multipoint (CoMP) are more promising to provide homogeneous quality of service with small infrastructural changes over the area [15] . The ICIC techniques were introduced to mitigate inter-cell interference for cell-edge users. The main idea is to use either different set of resource blocks (RBs) throughout the cell or partition RBs for cell-centre and cell-edge users. In another scheme of ICIC techniques, this RB partitioning can be coupled with different power levels (e.g., power boost for cell-edge users and low power for cell-centre users) to mitigate intercell interference. The ICIC techniques have been enhanced to eICIC for HetNet in 3 rd generation partnership project (3GPP) Rel-10. These techniques, unlike ICIC, consider both control and traffic channels either in time, frequency or power domains to mitigate inter-cell interference. The main idea of eICIC is based on almost blank subframe (ABS). These blank subframes are reserved for different purposes for macro tier and small cell tiers. The macro tier mostly uses these subframes for control channels with low power, whereas small cell tiers use them for traffic channels to serve cell-edge users.
The CB and CoMP fall into the category of interference exploitation as compared to interference avoidance schemes (e.g., ICIC, eICIC). In such techniques, joint scheduling, transmission, and processing are carried out to exploit inter-cell interference and enhance cell-edge performance. In CB, the user equipment (UE) is served by a single base station (BS), however, interference is coordinated between cooperating BSs. To enhance the data rate of individual UE, it can cooperatively be served by a number of BSs in CoMP, however, this approach requires sharing data between cooperating BSs which results in huge backhaul capacity requirements. As compared to interference avoidance, the exploiting techniques (e.g., multicell cooperation (CB and CoMP)) have been identified as a key solution in long term evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) to improve the cell-edge performance, average data rate, and spectral efficiency by mitigating and exploiting intercell interference [16] [17] [18] .
The green aspects of future 5G cellular networks require energy efficient communication which can be realized effectively by completely switching-off under-utilized BSs. However, the switch-off mechanism has severe limitations in current cellular architecture due to coverage holes. In order to avoid coverage holes, one of the candidate solution is the new cellular architecture where control and data planes are separated, i.e., decoupled or separation architecture, to provide ubiquitous coverage and more localized high-rate data services. Another potential advantage in this architecture is the flexible mobility management due to reduced handover signaling. In present architecture, the mobile user is handed over to nearby BS even if there is no active data session. Since, control plane is coupled with data plane, it is mandatory to handover inactive mobile terminals to ensure coverage. This results in handover signaling which is required for coverage but not for data services. On the other hand, the mobile user with no active data session in decoupled architecture can move freely without initiating handover due to ubiquitous coverage. Huge potential savings can be realized in this case, due to reduced handover signaling resulting in energy efficient communication.
In order to realize thousand-fold capacity enhancements in future cellular networks, much higher bandwidth is required. This higher bandwidth is available in millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum. The higher frequency has poor propagation characteristics, however, the corresponding spot-beam coverage is more feasible for low-range high-rate data services. Therefore, coverage at lower frequencies (with good propagation characteristics) and high-rate data services (with limited coverage) requires decoupled architecture. Another aspect that severely limits the system capacity is the ultra-dense cellular environment in future networks (due to more granular tiers in the form of D2D, and M2M overlay/underlay communication). The underlay system offers higher system capacity but causes intra-cell interference and therefore, interference management becomes more complex in this case. For such an environment, cooperation and coordination is the promising solution for interference management in decoupled architecture.
Keeping in view the above vision, we structure the article in three sections. The first section introduces separation framework and provides survey of existing literature on separation architecture. Since energy efficiency is the key enabler for separation framework, we provide extensive literature review of existing approaches that realize energy efficient communication in current cellular architecture. This is followed by highlighting future requirements of cellular networks from the perspective of system capacity, interference management, and mobility management. We highlight several shortcomings due to coupled planes and provide motivation for separation architecture. The shortcomings in current architecture and potential gains due to decoupling are tabulated at the end of first section. The second section provides a brief tutorial on cooperative communication including underlay D2D cooperation. This section serves as a background to discuss cooperation in separation architecture. The third section presents different scenarios where cooperative communication can be realized in separation framework by highlighting potential advantages and associated complexities. The article is organized as follows. We provide list of acronyms in Table I . Section II provides system performance reviews of traditional and separation architecture. In Section III, the general context of cooperative communication, clustering, and D2D communication for traditional cellular system has been presented. Section IV describes different perspectives to extend cooperative communication to the separation framework. Section V concludes the survey and highlights future research directions in this area.
II. SEPARATION FRAMEWORK: PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND POTENTIAL GAINS
The current cellular networks comprise tightly coupled control and data planes in the same radio access network (RAN). This architecture meets the main objective of ubiquitous coverage and spectral efficiency for voice services in homogeneous deployments. The massive growth of data traffic overwhelmingly dominated the voice traffic resulting into a paradigm shift from homogeneity to heterogeneity and voice services to data services. The traditional architecture (designed for homogeneous voice services) meets the current requirements of ubiquitous coverage and high spectral efficiency, however, it provides these services by overlooking signaling overheads, backhaul cost, and energy efficiency of the system. In order to enhance the coverage and capacity of current cellular systems, it is common practice to deploy small cells for peak-load scenarios at the cost of reduced energy efficiency, increased overhead signaling (e.g., in terms of frequent handovers) and increased backhaul requirements. In order to mitigate the rising concerns of power consumption, number of solutions, based on dynamic BS switching mechanism, are suggested to exploit the temporal and spatial variations in traffic load. However, the tight coupling of user and control planes restricts the flexibility and leaves less degree of freedom to optimize the system performance (discussed in subsequent discussions). To this end, the idea of control and data planes separation was proposed by the project beyond green cellular generation (BCG2) of GreenTouch consortium in Jan., 2011 [19] . Similar approaches have been suggested in study group of 3GPP on "New Carrier Type". The Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for Twenty-twenty Information Society (METIS) [20] aims to lay the foundation of 5G where control and data plane separation is being considered as a candidate system architecture. The green 5G mobile networks (5grEEn) is focusing on green aspects of future 5G networks by considering separation of control and data planes. The joint European Union -Japan project Millimeter-Wave Evolution for Backhaul and Access (MiWEBA) is investigating the use of separated control and data planes for mm-Wave based small cells [21] .
In order to highlight potential gains due to decoupling of control and data planes, we present conventional architecture (CARC) and futuristic separation architecture (SARC) in Fig.  1 . As shown in Fig. 1(a) , CARC is a conventional HetNet (comprises macrocell and large number of small cells) where coverage and data services are simultaneously provided at same frequency either by macro or small cell on coupled control and data planes. The advantage of this approach is ubiquitous coverage, however, the serving cell cannot sleep and it has to provide coverage even at low load conditions resulting in under-utilization of resources. The mobile users, irrespective of active or in-active sessions, are always covered by dedicated channels (ubiquitous coverage). However, it results in underutilization of data plane (since it is coupled with control plane). In Fig. 1(b) , SARC is a hierarchical HetNet comprising conventional HetNet and an additional tier of D2D/M2M communication, where control and data planes are decoupled. In such an architecture, the ubiquitous coverage and low-rate data services 1 are provided by control BS (cBS) at lower frequency bands with good channel characteristics. The data services are provided on demand at higher frequency bands by short range high-rate data BSs (dBSs). The advantages of this architecture are ubiquitous coverage (by decoupled control plane for active or in-active users), small cell sleeping possibility without coverage holes, temporal and spatial traffic adaptation, and high-rate data services for active users without compromising the energy efficiency of the system. The reader is referred to [22] for feasibility study of detached cells from the perspective of reliability and energy savings. The control plane is responsible for system configuration and management. It provides system information, synchronization, and reference signals etc. The system information is broadcast and it mainly comprises the information required to join the network. The synchronization information includes frame timings as well as symbol level timings. The reference signals are used to know channel state which is indispensable for scheduling and resource allocation. In contrast to this, data plane is responsible to provide the requested contents along with some acknowledging mechanism (e.g., hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)). In order to give insights into information exchanges in both the planes, we provide a case study of LTE/LTE-A networks in Table II. The SARC for HetNet offers many potential gains such as energy efficiency, capacity enhancement, reduced overhead signaling, flexible interference and mobility management. Control signaling is provided by cBS, however, certain types of control signaling cannot be fully decoupled. For example, frame/symbol level synchronization and channel state information (CSI) is required in both planes.
The separation of planes for future cellular networks has been realized very recently. To this end, the control and data plane separation has been suggested in [23, 24] , where the provision of coverage has been provided by a long range low rate control evolved Node B (eNB). The data services, on the other hand, are provided by dedicated data eNBs. In [23] , it is proposed that signaling will provide wider coverage to all UEs regardless of active or in-active data session under data eNB. Such network-wide adaptation provides flexibility to power down certain BSs when no data transmission is needed. In simple strategy of powering down the dBSs, neither control signaling (e.g., synchronization, reference signals, system information etc) nor associated backhaul to the access network is required; no data services are requested by UEs, only coverage is required which is ubiquitously provided by the cBS. The powering down strategy can, therefore, save approximately 80% of RAN power per BS switch-off [23, 25, 26] besides power savings due to backhaul communication links. Therefore, separation of planes promises tremendous increase in energy efficiency, reduced overhead signaling, and relaxed backhaul requirements. In [23] , the energy efficiency gain has been emphasized by considering system level approach where under-utilized BSs are realized in sleep mode. In this study, no expected gains in energy efficiency are highlighted. Certain technical challenges including context awareness, resource management, and radio technologies for the signaling network are highlighted without proposing any design guidelines for the separation architecture.
The design of the signaling network in SARC is more challenging as compared to conventional approach. In CARC, the BSs usually do not sleep due to the possibility of coverage holes. Therefore, all BSs are active and no wake-up signaling is required. The handover procedure is usually UE driven based on reference signal received power (RSRP) values. In contrast, data services in SARC, in case of sleeping dBS, can be ensured by (i) optimal dBS selection from sleeping dBSs, and (ii) initiation of wake-up mechanisms. The optimal dBS selection can be quite challenging since cBS has no instantaneous knowledge of channel conditions. This results in more complex signaling procedures as compared to CARC. The new design is required to be robust and energy efficient. Use of low frequencies provides better propagation and obstacle penetration. Moreover, mobility management is flexible in HetNet using SARC architecture. This is because, control plane handover is rarely required since the coverage area of cBS is large as compared to the coverage area of BSs in conventional system. The data plane handover is only required in case of active data requests and in case of in-active users, none of the handovers (control plane or data plane) are required. This has been discussed in more details in Sec. II-D2.
In [24] , a two-layer network functionality separation scheme, targeting low control signaling overhead and flexible network reconfiguration for future green networks has been proposed. A frame structure level detail has been proposed in which network functionality including synchronization, system information broadcast, paging, and multicast (synchronization, pilot, frame control, and system/paging/multicast information bearer signals) is incorporated in control network layer (CNL). Whereas, the network functionality of synchronization and unicast (synchronization, pilot, frame control, and unicast information bearer signals) is incorporated in data network layer (DNL). In this study, the main focus is given on advantages of low control signaling overhead. The network area power consumption has been plotted for two architectures showing significant potential gain for separation architecture leading towards future energy efficient green mobile networks. Unlike [23] , the authors in [24] proposed abstract level network design for control and data planes separation. The categorization of different wireless signals and their mapping relationship with physical channels are presented. However, the challenges highlighted in [23] are not discussed in [24] . The study also lacks in addressing interference management issues, backhaul requirement, realization of underlay networks (e.g., D2D), mobility management and corresponding handover procedures in separation architecture.
The important focus areas for energy efficient 5G mobile network are highlighted in [27] . These areas include system architecture with decoupled control and data planes, ultradense HetNet deployment, radio transmission using multiple input multiple output (MIMO) configuration and energy efficient backhaul. The transmission planes are categorized into data, control, and management planes. It is emphasized that if these planes are decoupled from each other then independent scaling is possible at most energy efficient locations. Furthermore, the logical separation of control and data planes can provide most efficient discontinuous transmission/reception (DTX/DRX) functionality to save energy in idle modes. Similar to [23] , the authors in [27] highlighted the requirements and technical challenges to realize future green 5G mobile network. However, the system architecture and radio transmissions design guidelines are not outlined in details as in [24] . The solutions to these important areas are considered as deliverables of 5GrEEn.
In [28] , hyper-cellular network is introduced as decoupled control and traffic network to realize energy efficient operation of BS. In such a network, data cells are flexible to adapt traffic variations and network dynamics while control cells can flexibly and globally be optimized. The hyper-cellular network is considered as a novel architecture for future mobile communication systems. The approach realizes control and data planes separation using open source radio peripherals and legacy global system for mobile (GSM) network. In this testing, signaling BS provided coverage whereas data BS ensured phone call connectivity. A very promising formulation has been setup by using open base transceiver station (OpenBTS), universal software radio peripheral (USRP) front end, wide bandwidth transceiver (WBX) daughter board, and dell PCs. This formulation provides an insight into real-time practical setup for prototype testing. However, system improvements are not shown in this paper. Moreover, none of the performance metrics (energy efficiency, backhaul relaxation, and throughput) have been analyzed and validated for this simple and basic approach.
The control and data planes separation concept has been presented from the perspective of energy optimized connectivity management in seventh framework programme (FP7) CROWD [29] . To this end, software defined networking (SDN) based medium access control (MAC) and mobility management has been proposed to complement huge deployments of cellular nodes. Two key challenges, interference and mobility management, are considered for next generation dense wireless mobile networks. The functional architecture has been proposed and several key control applications are identified. More focus is given on mobility management and an SDN-based distributed mobility management (DMM) approach has been suggested. The control applications for interference management range from existing multi-tier scheduling scheme (e.g., eICIC) to LTE access selection schemes. The radio transmission aspects and backhaul limitations have not been outlined in any of the control applications identified in this study.
In [30] , the authors measure CSI by using the concept of dual connectivity (using macrocell assisted small cells) and proposing the use of CSI reference signals (CSI-RSs) instead of common reference signal (CRS) . Since, CSI-RSs are traditionally used by UEs to differentiate between different antennas of a MIMO system, therefore in the proposed network layout, different macrocell assisted small cells are considered [31, 32] To provide high data rate to UE through spatial reuse of spectrum ⇒ Phantom Cell architecture: high frequency band solution with decoupled control/data plane ⇒ Macro cell controls the small cells for connection establishment ⇒ Small cells use high frequency bands to provide highrate data coverage
• Outperforms conventional small cell architecture in both spectral and energy efficiency metrics as different antennae of MIMO/CoMP array. This strategy results in energy efficient operation (by reducing number of CRS) and provides network-triggered handover (unlike UEtriggered handover in CARC) to realize flexible and enhanced mobility management. Due to the absence of CRS for macrocell assisted small cells, the authors proposed to use CSI-RSs to estimate the downlink path loss for uplink power control. Similar to the previous approaches, the authors in [30] focuses only on reducing control signaling to realize energy efficient operation without emphasizing context awareness, radio frame structure, backhaul issues, and interference management. The 3GPP is presently standardizing enhanced local area (eLA) small cell HetNet (LTE Rel-12) to provide high data rate to UEs through spatial reuse of the spectrum. In [31] , a particular eLA architecture called Phantom Cell is proposed by NTT DOCOMO. This architecture is based on control and data planes separation; suggested as a novel architecture for LTE-B. The approach in [31] suggests deployment of massive small cells by leveraging high frequency reuse under the coverage of macrocell to achieve high capacity, seamless mobility, and scalability. The two tier configuration is realized as a masterslave configuration where macrocell controls the small cells dynamically for connection establishment and small cells use high frequency bands to provide high-rate data coverage. This high frequency band solution with decoupled control and data planes, where small cells do not transmit cell-specific reference signals, is introduced as Phantom Cell architecture. In order to evaluate the energy efficiency performance of the Phantom Cell architecture, the stochastic geometry is used to compare the results with the conventional frequency division duplex (FDD) based LTE picocell deployment in [32] . The numerical results indicate that the Phantom Cell architecture outperforms conventional small cell architecture in both spectral and energy efficiency metrics. The authors in [31] provide preliminary results for capacity enhancements in separation architecture without considering energy efficiency aspects, whereas [32] provides more rigorous analysis for both spectral and energy efficiency of separation architecture. Some interesting conclusions are made about higher spectral efficiency and higher energy efficiency, however, both these studies focused on spectral and energy efficiency metric and did not include other aspects such as context awareness, signaling network, and functional description of the separation architecture. The reader is referred to [33, 34] for Phantom cell operation at super high and extremely high frequency and related technical issues such as larger path loss in small cell, human body shadowing, massive MIMO architecture, and precoding algorithms to achieve super high data rates. The comparative summary of different approaches for control and data planes separation is presented in Table III. In the following subsections, we provide motivation for control and data planes separation architecture. In this context, we consider several key performance measures and analyze them in existing architecture. We provide survey of existing approaches, highlight the shortcomings and discuss these measures from the perspective of SARC architecture.
A. Energy Efficiency
The energy efficiency of RAN mainly depends on power consumption of BS. According to energy aware radio and network technologies (EARTH) project [25] , the BS power consumption model comprises power consumed by radio frequency chain (especially power amplifier), signal processing units, and supply units (mains supply, DC-DC, and active cooling) as follows:
In order to ensure energy efficient communication, one simple strategy can be adopted where under-utilized BS, in case of low traffic conditions, should go to sleep mode (hence reducing power consumption P RF C and P SU ). This situation, however, causes coverage holes due to tight coupling of control and data planes unlike futuristic architecture where coverage and data services will be decoupled to provide ubiquitous coverage and on-demand data services.
The power consumption had not been a problem in past due to homogeneous networks and sparse deployments. Therefore, energy efficiency metric had not been considered while designing such cellular networks. Due to technology scaling and proliferation of large number of smart devices, the capacity demands increased tremendously with more energy consumption worldwide. This huge increase in capacity was predicted by wireless world research forum (WWRF) more than a decade ago. The key technological vision from WWRF expected around 7 trillion wireless devices serving 7 billion people by 2017. Moreover, it was predicted that approximately 80-95% subscribers will be mobile broadband users [35, 36] . The huge increase in number of subscribers motivated the network operators to deploy small cells in order to quickly meet the customer needs. According to ABI research, by 2016, small cells will cover up to 25% of all mobile traffic and small cells shipments (both indoor and outdoor) will likely to reach 36.8 million units worth $20.4 billion. It further predicts that, outdoor small cell units alone will reach over 3.5 million units by 2018 [14, [37] [38] [39] . The coverage and capacity requirements of subscribers can be met by deploying increased number of small cells, however, the associated power consumption will increase significantly in future.
In order to reduce the power consumption of under-utilized BSs and ensure energy efficient communication in existing HetNet, different techniques are reported in literature such as dynamic BS switch-off, cell range expansion etc. These techniques provide substantial gain in power saving, however, they come with the inherent problem of coverage holes (in case of BS switch-off), increased interference (due to increased transmit power in cell range expansion techniques), and huge backhaul requirements. To address these problems and ensure energy efficient communication, a paradigm change in control and data planes coupling has been suggested in literature and research community. This approach not only provides ubiquitous coverage and reduced transmit power but also reduces control signaling associated with each BS.
The current cellular systems are designed for worst case ubiquitous coverage scenarios. In such a design, the BS needs to be active even for few subscribers. This goal can be justified in remote sparsely populated areas covered by few BSs where the spatio-temporal variations of traffic patterns follow a near constant trend. However, in urban areas, the BS deployment is dense and traffic variations are more abrupt. In such dense deployments, the coverage goal is achieved at the cost of increased power consumption and reduced energy efficiency of the system. The most power expensive element of RAN is BS, consuming around 80% of overall power [23, 26] . In full-load conditions, the power consumption of BS is justified, however, in low load conditions, BS is still consuming most of the power to provide coverage. Moreover, in design of cellular systems, the short-term and long-term traffic variations (e.g., temporal effects on traffic loads due to day/night times and spatial effect due to weekends/weekdays) are not considered due to which the existing cellular networks cannot be fully optimized from this perspective.
1) Evaluation Framework:
In order to quantify the power consumption of wireless networks, the EARTH project provides a holistic energy efficiency evaluation framework (E3F). This framework provides power consumption breakdown of each entity of RAN. A BS power model has been proposed that maps the radio frequency (RF) output power (radiated from the antenna) to the total supply power consumption of BS. The power consumption for macro, micro, pico, and femto cells are compared. The traffic models (short-term and long-term) are investigated to emphasize the energy saving potentials. The deployment areas of Europe are segregated into dense urban, urban, suburban, rural and sparse. The traffic variations for a single day are depicted to give an insight into the energy efficiency evaluation of the wireless cellular network. Number of key findings are presented as follows:
• On average, the vast majority of the resources are idle in wireless networks.
• The supply power scales linearly to the number of transmit/receive chains.
• The RF output power and power consumption of BS are nearly linear.
• For macro BSs, the consumption of power amplifier (PA) scales with BS load.
• For micro BSs, the PA scaling is present to a lesser extent, whereas for pico/femto BSs, this scaling is negligible. It has been mentioned that DC power consumption of a typical 3-sector site at zero load is still 50% of the peak power [40] . The conventional model without power supply and active cooling/air conditioning can be 400W lower than the total power consumption of a site [41] . In [42] , a parameterized linear power model is proposed to encompass the two general power saving techniques that are based on either design change or operating procedures. The former is based on changing the layout of the network (e.g., by introducing HetNet) whereas the latter is more attractive for existing architecture. This approach saves energy by reducing transmission power, adapt-ing transmission bandwidth, deactivating unused antennas, and incorporating BS sleep modes.
The model presented in [42] is the simpler parameterized model of [25] . The authors did not discuss the implications of coverage holes due to sleep mode operation.
2) BS Switch-off: Power consumption of cellular systems has been addressed from two perspectives. The first one motivates the use of low-powered components in cellular networks and hence focuses on reducing the energy consumption at local scope. The second perspective takes the holistic approach of network design, planning, and management phases to conserve the energy of the overall cellular network. In both cases, the most power expensive element in access network is BS. A lot of research has been carried out to propose switch-off mechanisms for BSs. In [43] , BS switch-off has been proposed by quantifying the reduction in activity probability for cooperative scenario. It has been shown that for a fixed distance between BSs, the expected number of enabled BSs reduces up to 11% depending on the user density. By changing the distance between cooperative BSs to an optimal value, an additional 39% reduction in activity probability can be achieved which results corresponding reduction in power consumption per unit area. The proposed analysis assumed perfect hexagonal grid which is non-realistic in practical BS deployments. Moreover, finding the optimal distance and changing the BS deployment is practically infeasible and very hard to realize. The authors in [44] suggest probabilistic data BS sleeping mechanism in separation architecture. The formulated problem jointly optimizes the sleeping probability and spectrum resource allocation to minimize the overall power consumption, however, this study does not consider mobility of the users and their impact on cell sleeping probability.
In [45] [46] [47] , traffic profile based BS switching has been proposed to save energy. The cell switch-off has been suggested for cellular access networks [45] and universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) access networks [46] with the assumption that the radio coverage will be provided by neighboring cells by increasing transmit power. The smaller number of BSs for long-term switch-off vs. larger number of BSs for short-term switch-off have been investigated. However, these studies considered ideal networks (hexagonal and manhattan models) and introduced the energy saving by dynamic switching algorithms. Though both of the approaches [45, 46] target to reduce power consumption, this strategy can cause severe interference to the neighboring active BSs due to increased transmit power. This can be ideal for the scenario where all neighboring BSs need switch-off which is not practical. The approach in [47] considered first and second order statistics of traffic profile to propose dynamic switching strategy. The users are handed over to the neighboring cells before the reference cell can be switched off. The statistics based switching strategy can save energy, however, it is suitable for near-constant traffic pattern (e.g., night times). In case of slowly varying traffic profile, an instantaneous switching strategy is more promising which can flexibly be realized in SARC. A simple approach may consider traffic profile and provide data service either by cBS (in case of low-data rates) or by the near-by dBS (in case of high-data rates). In case of sleeping dBS, the cBS (having global coverage) may initiate wake-up mechanism which can be reactive or pro-active by predicting user mobility patterns. Since, no transmit power of dBS is increased, therefore an energy efficient communication, without increasing interference, can be achieved in SARC as compared to approaches proposed for CARC.
The macro BSs provide bigger coverage with high transmit power as compared to small cells. In order to conserve energy, the capacity enhancements are carried out by deploying large number of low-powered small cells. This brings heterogeneity in the network. For such networks, an area power consumption metric has been investigated in [48] , [49] , to quantify energy savings. The small cell deployment offers substantial power savings, however, this strategy scales poorly with number of small cells envisioned for future ultra-dense cellular environment. The scaling of small cells can be compensated by dynamic BS switch-off mechanisms which can be realized in separation architecture without producing coverage holes. The approaches in [48, 49] considered mixed deployment scenarios by considering macro and micro cells at fixed positions. This strategy is suitable for new deployments but it is not applicable to existing deployments of small cells. Assuming perfect hexagonal grid is a theoretical interest. These studies also lack in presenting realistic operating algorithm where area power consumption scales with any change in deployment e.g., due to network scaling or BS failure.
The BS switching-on/off based energy saving (SWES) algorithm has been proposed in [50] to exploit the temporal and spatial variation in the network traffic profile. The algorithm works in a distributed manner with reduced computational complexity. A notion of network-impact has been introduced that ensures minimal effects on neighboring BSs by turning off BSs gradually (one by one). In order to reduce overheads over the air and backhaul, three other heuristic versions of SWES are proposed that take network-impact as decision metric. The authors claim around 50-80% potential savings for real traffic profile of metropolitan urban area. Several extensions of this research are proposed as follows:
• To consider more realistic BS power consumption model.
• To consider HetNet, consisting of different types of BSs, such as macro, micro, femto BSs and even WiFi APs.
• To develop a dynamic BS switching algorithm that considers downlink and uplink traffics jointly. Besides these extensions, the authors did not consider quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of the handed-over users. For example, in homogeneous deployments with large coverage area, cell-centre users have certain QoS requirements. In case, the serving BS of these users has to be switched-off, the neighboring BSs cannot guarantee same QoS without increasing the transmit power which results in intercell interference. This situation can be avoided in HetNet where neighboring small cells can cover handed-over users with moderate increase in transmit power, however, SWES techniques are proposed for only homogeneous deployments.
The theoretical framework for BS energy saving is presented in [51] . It encompasses dynamic BS operation, and related problem of user association together. The problem is formulated as total cost minimization that allows for a flexible trade-off between flow-level performance (e.g., file transfer delay) and energy consumption. For user association problem, an optimal energy-efficient user association policy has been proposed, whereas for BS operation problem (i.e., BS switching-on/off), a simple greedy-on/off algorithm, based on mathematical background of sub-modularity maximization problem, is proposed. A number of heuristic algorithms, based on the distances between BSs or the utilization of BSs that do not impose any additional signaling overhead, are also proposed. The numerical results show 70-80% reduction in total energy consumption while depending on the arrival rate of traffic and its spatial distribution as well as the density of BS deployment. Unlike [50] , the theoretical framework in [51] considers HetNet, however, to ensure mathematical tractability, no fast fading is considered and inter-cell interference is assumed as Gaussian-like noise which restricts practical realization of the proposed technique. Since an under-utilized BS consumes nearly the same power as a fully loaded BS [25] , the logical solution to this problem is to switch off idle BSs while providing the same coverage and quality of the service. However, switching-off BSs will create coverage holes as the signaling and data services are provided by the same BS. A number of different techniques are proposed in literature to solve this problem. A paradigm shift in control and data planes coupling has been suggested in [23] where the coverage is provided by long-range BSs and high-rate data services are provided by small cell BSs. Hence, these short-range BSs can be activated/deactivated according to user demands without creating coverage holes.
3) Renewable Energy Resources: The energy efficiency of cellular systems has also been addressed using renewable energy sources. The cellular networks are scaled according to developed environment (e.g., urban, sub-urban, rural) and network traffic, however, the rural areas usually dominate on a country-wide coverage [25] . In developing countries, many remote locales do not have access to national electricity grid. To provide coverage in these areas, usually diesel is used as an energy source to operate BSs. The situation gets worse in low load conditions where the BS remains powered up to provide coverage for few active mobile terminals. The BS switch-off strategies cannot be adopted due to possibility of coverage holes in sparse deployments of BSs in remote areas of the country. In such cases, using renewable energy sources can be more advantageous. In [52] , a reference model for renewable energy BS (REBS) has been suggested along with the concept of renewable energy-aware BS. The REBS comprises BS, energy control unit (ECU), and energy sources (renewable and non-renewable). The ECU is the important element that utilizes the energy storage unit in case of excess demand/supply and hence compensates the potential un-reliability of renewable energy sources. However, the presented reference model is very simple and the overall approach does not cover the complexities involved in designing ECU.
The renewable energy sources (solar, wind, fuel cell) are suggested in [53] for eco-friendly green 5G cellular networks. In the year 2004, Japanese cell phone operator NTT DOCOMO operated an experimental 3G BS (DoCoMo Eco Tower). This self-powered tower used solar and wind power simultaneously [54] . In the year 2010, world wide fund for nature (WWF) annual report [55] was published showing substantial reduction in CO 2 emission in China because of using alternative energy sources 2 . In [56] [57] [58] , an energy efficient communication and the dynamics of the smart grid are considered in designing green wireless cellular networks. The author in [56] proposed a novel game-theoretical decision making strategy to analyze the impact of smart grid on cellular network. The retailer and consumer are formulated as two players of a Stackelberg game. The proposed decision making scheme considers real time pricing in demand side management mechanism and gives insights into system parameters that affect the retailer's procurement and price decisions. The idea has been extended in [57] by considering CoMP to ensure QoS when certain BSs are switched off. Both of these strategies are further extended in [58] where service blocking probability is included in the system model. The analysis of the two player game has been enhanced by proving existence as well as uniqueness of the Stackelberg equilibrium. Though the approaches of energy efficient smart grid communication ensures reduction in OPEX and CO 2 emissions, the inherent problem of coverage holes due to BS switch-off, more control signaling at air interface due to coupled planes, and much higher backhaul requirements in case of CoMP operation renders such approaches impractical. Moreover, using CoMP to provide coverage for all users of switched-off BS can cause severe blockage and poor QoS. This is because CoMP has originally been designed to ensure cell-edge coverage not for the coverage of all users due to severe backhaul capacity limitations.
The existing approaches for CARC ensures power savings, however, all these approaches have certain shortcomings discussed previously. For example, BS switch-off mechanism in CARC causes coverage holes and in order to provide coverage by the cell range expansion techniques, the transmit power of covering BS increases resulting in inter-cell interference. The existing energy efficient approaches for CARC and the corresponding shortcomings are summarized in Table IV . The problem of coverage holes and subsequent problem of increased transmit power does not exist in SARC due to inherent ubiquitous coverage of cBS. Similarly, the problem of continuous operation of sparsely deployed BSs in remote locales of the country can best be tackled by providing data services by cBS during off-peak hours. Therefore, SARC can scale with two extreme load conditions (i.e., remote locales and ultra-dense environments).
B. System Capacity
In the past, voice services dominated data services due to which the cellular systems were mainly designed for the voice traffic. Such systems offered very low system capacity complaint to the capacity requirements of voice services at Probabilistic sleeping mechanism Mobility impact not considered [44] Cell range expansion Inter-cell interference due to high transmit power [45, 46] First/second order statistics of traffic profile
Not suitable for varying traffic patterns [47] Small cell deployment Scales poorly with number of small cell deployments [48, 49] Temporal and spatial variations of traffic profile Suitable for homogeneous deployment [50] Flow level dynamics Not suitable for fast fading channels Assumption of Gaussian-noise like inter-cell interference [51] Renewable Energy Resources Alternate energy as main source Not addressing problem of under-utilized network resources [52] [53] [54] Smart Grid Game theoretical approach [56] [57] [58] that time. In the year 2009, the mobile data overtook the voice traffic in terms of total traffic generated on the network. With the emergence of mobile data services, the capacity requirements increased and the total worldwide mobile traffic is now expected to reach very high numbers. A brief view on number of worldwide mobile subscribers excluding WiFi traffic off-loading and including M2M communication [2] is shown in Table V . The capacity requirements in terms of average area throughput for future mobile networks beyond international mobile telecommunications-advanced (IMT-Advanced) are studied to be 25 Gb/s/Km 2 [59] with peak data rate of 4.5 Gb/s/cell in downlink and 2.5 Gb/s/cell in uplink. The spectrum and bandwidth requirements for future IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced are presented in [60] . Such high requirements and explosive growth of mobile data require huge system capacity. In literature, mainly three approaches are considered to meet the capacity requirements. These include spectrum efficiency, spectrum aggregation [61] , and network densification [31] . The same has been identified by DOCOMO as "The Cube" for future 5G systems [62] . The spectrum efficiency targets the capacity enhancements by considering CB, multi-user MIMO, and CoMP. The spectrum aggregation includes carrier aggregation either contiguous or non-contiguous to meet the capacity requirements of different applications. However, the spectrum efficiency/aggregation have a local scope as compared to network densification that has been globally accepted as the cost-effective and agile solution to meet the capacity demands of future cellular systems. The huge number of small cell deployment results in heterogeneity in the network. This heterogeneity is expected to increase in the future by the increased number of D2D and M2M communications. In such ultra-dense HetNet, virtually a personal cell might be required in future to meet the capacity and coverage requirements. The idea of personal cell has been introduced as pCell technology by Artemis Networks [63] where each wireless device will be provided the full bandwidth even in high load conditions and hence each mobile device will have virtually a dedicated personal BS. However, the pCell technology has yet not been commercialized.
In SARC, the capacity enhancements can be realized flexibly. For example, the spectral efficiency can be higher due to reduced control signaling interference. In CARC, every BS is responsible to provide control signaling as well as data services in its coverage area. Therefore, there will be as many control signaling interferers as there are BSs in specific area. In contrast to CARC, smaller number of cBSs will provide global coverage and hence control signaling interferers will be reduced in SARC. Moreover, due to sleeping dBSs, there will be reduced inter-cell interference in data plane. The beam forming and CoMP can be realized centrally at cBS. The adaptive dBS clustering for CoMP operation can be flexible by considering cell-sleeping into account (which is not possible in CARC). By having global coverage of the cBS, traffic offloading may be realized by establishing D2D communication for common content exchange.
The network densification in SARC includes deployment of dBSs in the coverage of cBS. In order to enhance capacity, dBSs can be deployed at higher frequency bands with much more bandwidth. In this context, huge bandwidth at mm-Wave spectrum is an attractive choice for high-rate data transmissions [64] . In [65] , the authors provide detailed design trade-offs and performance requirements to support wireless communication at 60 GHz frequency. The challenges associated with data transmission at this frequency include poor propagation, blocking/shadowing, atmospheric and rain effects [66, 67] . In order to model mm-Wave channel and analyze access performance, ray optics techniques have been used [68] . The ray tracing simulations at 72 GHz show that the propagation at such a high frequency can be approximated with limited diffraction and scattering phenomenon. The agreement between channel model and the measurement at mm-Wave band can also be observed in [69] . In [70] , an air interface design, based on null cyclic prefix single carrier, has been proposed. The ray tracing results and the propagation measurements at mm-Wave show that it is the best candidate for communication at this frequency. The measurement re-sults at mm-Wave (28 and 38 GHz) spectrum with steerable directional antennas are presented in [71] . The novel hybrid beamforming scheme and mm-Wave prototyping for indoor and outdoor environment [72] asserts the feasibility of wireless communication at this frequency band. All these studies ensure that mm-Wave spectrum has potential gain to ensure high data rate transmission for dBSs in future 5G cellular networks.
In future cellular communication, the mobile devices require several changes from the view point of hardware, software/firmware design, and protocol stack. Though existing smartphone and mobile terminals are multiple random access technology (multi-RAT) capable, however, large antenna array in small form factor is indispensable for mm-Wave transmission. In order to operate in multiple scenarios (e.g., high/low mobility, under legacy network coverage, as relay node, or operating as D2D underlay node, etc), dynamic radio frame and corresponding protocol stack is required for 5G mobile devices. The reader may refer [73, 74] for further details.
The smartphones and mobile devices for 5G networks are introduced as NanoEquipment (NE) in [75] . The author has discussed 5G RAN and 5G mobile device (i.e., NE) from the perspective of nanocore technology. Using this technology, large antenna array in small form factor can be realized to meet the requirements of the data plane for mm-Wave communication. For high mobility users, low-rate data services may be provided at lower frequencies. Since, control and data planes are expected to operate at different frequencies (i.e., lower frequencies for control/low-rate data and mmWave for data plane), dedicated RF chains for control and data planes are mandatory. These are few hardware changes which we can expect for 5G mobile devices. The software and protocol changes are expected to be transparent to mobile devices due to futuristic SDN approach. To realize future cellular communication, dual connectivity for control/data planes and multi-RAT technology for seamless communication (at any available legacy or new air interface) will require selforganized sophisticated radio frame and protocol stack.
In SARC, network densification of dBSs at mm-Wave spectrum can be achieved to meet the capacity requirements. Since, the capacity requirements of future ultra-dense environment are much higher, therefore assigning physical cell identification (PID) 3 to each active/sleeping dBS can be quite challenging. The PID is the physical ID of the cell which is required by UEs to uniquely identify the serving dBS and acquire time/slot synchronization. In current LTE systems, the cell ID can be calculated during initial cell search using primary and secondary synchronization signals (PSS/SSS). If the under-utilized dBS is set to sleep mode by the cBS, UE can never know the presence of near-by sleeping dBS. The dBS localization, waking-up and assignment of cell ID, introduced as PID management, are the responsibilities of cBS. Since, cell sleeping is a rare phenomenon in CARC, therefore static PID assignment to always running BSs is a feasible strategy. In SARC, the simple conventional solution of static PID assignment will result into inefficient PID utilization. Many cell IDs will be unused in case of large number of sleeping dBSs. The optimum PID management in SARC can follow on-demand PID assignment in a self-organized manner. This strategy can scale well in case more dBSs are deployed to meet capacity demands. However, this solution comes at the expense of centralized PID management and tight synchronization. For active UEs, the cBS will not only localize the near-by dBS but also assign the PID (in case of sleeping dBS); hence assisting the required time synchronization between dBS and active UEs. Once, the sleeping dBS is active, it can use the assigned ID and corresponding PSS/SSS to provide time/slot synchronization to UEs. In spite of complex processing, the centralized PID management in SARC can bring self-organization which is indispensable for sleeping dBSs in future cellular networks.
Another perspective to meet capacity requirement is to select optimal dBS for data services. Since, cBS has global context information (e.g., positions of dBSs and UEs), it can use simple path-loss, statistical CSI, and load conditions to associate UE to the optimal dBS. Using this simple strategy, the UE can be handed over to the dBS with highest capacity provision. This can be possible because cBS has global knowledge of the coverage area, however, the optimal dBS selection can be challenging due to possibility of cell-sleeping. In such a scenario, cBS has to initiate wake-up mechanisms, assign PID, arrange initial synchronization, and handover UE to the dBS. Once a successful handover is accomplished, the reduced flow control (minimum required control signaling) with the dBS as compared to the full flow control in CARC, offers a higher degree of freedom to achieve higher data rate. The inherent benefit of SARC architecture is the reduced control signaling in radio frame of dBS. For example, in current LTE and LTE-A systems, the radio frame is 10ms where control signaling is required to be sent periodically along with requested data. Thus, control signaling takes substantial portion of radio frame to provide connection establishment, handover mechanism, and other control procedures. Such restriction does not hold for dBS as majority of the control signaling will be provided by cBS via dual connectivity mechanism. Since control signaling is reduced to minimum in dBS of SARC, the frame size can carry maximum data traffic to meet higher capacity demands.
C. Interference Management
In future cellular systems, interference management will be a real challenge due to heterogeneity (small cells, remote radio head, D2D, M2M, multi-RAT services etc.), dense spectrum reuse (overlay/underlay D2D, M2M), and network densification. Although this hierarchical heterogeneity promises tremendous capacity and coverage enhancements, the resulting interference will be manifolds higher as compared to present deployments.
In present OFDMA based cellular systems, intra-cell interference is mitigated using orthogonal sub-carriers, however, inter-cell interference exists due to frequency reuse (reuse-1). This inter-cell interference has negligible effect on cellcentre users and severe effects on cell-edge users. In literature, this inter-cell interference is addressed using different mitigation techniques like randomization, cancellation, and coordination [76] . The randomization techniques average out the interference across the whole spectrum using scrambling, interleaving etc. Hence, the interference is not mitigated rather distributed equally and fairly over the system bandwidth [77] . The cancellation techniques apply advanced signal processing at the receiver (e.g., interference rejection combining (IRC)) to reject the interference in a single-cell environment whereas coordination techniques push the interference to the cluster level comprising multicell environment. Hence, the notion of interference for cooperative networks has been changed to inter-cluster instead of inter-cell interference. In ideal coordination techniques, intra-cluster interference is completely removed, whereas inter-cluster interference limits the system performance. The ICIC techniques employ either selective frequency reuse, selective power reuse or selective invert power frequency reuse. The frequency reuse (fractional frequency reuse (FFR), partial frequency reuse (PFR), and soft frequency reuse (SFR)) improves the cell-edge performance, however, the major drawback of such techniques is the spectrum under-utilization that directly degrades the overall system performance. The selective power reuse technique is based on higher power for cell-edge users as compared to cellcentre users by keeping orthogonal frequencies to avoid intercell collision. This approach overcomes the spectrum underutilization, however, no significant capacity gain is achievable since interference avoidance in this case is entirely dependent on good channel conditions [78] . The invert power frequency reuse technique is the hybrid of frequency and power reuse. This technique is suggested to achieve performance tradeoff between under-utilized spectrum with higher cell-edge throughput and fully-utilized spectrum with lower cell-edge throughput [79, 80] .
The ICIC techniques have further been evolved as eICIC for LTE-A. These techniques are categorized into time, frequency, and power domains. In time domain, the interference is handled by sending either ABS or employing symbol shift for the two interfering cells (aggressor and victim) [81] . The cell selection bias is introduced to ensure received signal strength based user association in favor of picocell. In frequency domain, the physical signals and control channels are completely orthogonal among aggressor and victim cells, thereby mitigating interference at the cost of reduced bandwidth [82] . In order to optimize the resources and employ interference control, almost blank resource block (ABRB) is suggested in [83] . The ABRB is defined over both time and frequency domains unlike simple time-domain ABS approach. Hence, it provides more granularity in resource allocation. The ABRB is a generalization of ABS approach and it provides further improvements by providing co-tier (macro-macro) interference control along with cross-tier (macro-pico) interference control. The power domain techniques employ power control mechanism in indoor low-power nodes, however, reducing the maximum transmit power of low-power nodes may degrade the overall performance especially in case of femtocells [77] .
In SARC, the interference management has some potential flexibility. Since, the cBS and dBSs are operated on different bands, hence the cBS UEs can roam even in the coverage area of dBSs without causing interference. In the coverage area of cBS, the cell-centre cBS UEs will see no interference from neighboring cBSs due to longer path-loss. However, the celledge cBS UEs will be effected by the inter-cell interference. In case of dBS UEs, inter-cell interference will be higher due to ultra-dense deployments of dBSs. In such dense environment, interference-aware transmission may be realized at two levels. The first may consider interference mitigation between cBSs by realizing long-range cBS clusters. The second may consider CB for clusters of densely deployed dBSs.
D. Mobility Management
The optimal mobility management ensures the capacity and coverage of mobile cellular networks. In literature, different approaches are reported for mobility management. In [84] , macrocell cooperation and Manhattan grid layout has been proposed for mobility management. The simulation results show that without this cooperation, dense small cells would require at least 4 times more re-connection load. This study investigates potential advantages in mobility management due to macrocell cooperation, however, cell sleeping phenomenon has not been considered in this study. The authors in [85] analyzed the mean handover rate and the mean sojourn time in macrocell assisted small cell architecture. The BSs are deployed as poisson point process (PPP) with serving zones as poisson voronoi tessellations (PVT). The random waypoint is considered for the user mobility. The analytic expression show that the handover rate and sojourn time are simply a function of user velocity, transmission probability, and BS density, however, similar to [84] , cell sleeping phenomenon has not been considered. The study in [31] considered 4 Phantom cells per macrocell to evaluate the handover performance. It has been observed that the handover failure gets worse as the density of phantom cells increases. The handovers are only considered for Phantom-Cell-to-Phantom-Cell without investigating the impact of macrocell handovers and cell sleeping on overall mobility management.
The potential advantages of SDN technology for mobility management has been discussed in [86] . The functional description of three approaches for handover management are presented. These include 1) Centralized SDN, 2) Semicentralized SDN, and 3) Hierarchical SDN. The main problem of preserving session continuity and scalability of handovers is discussed. Similarly, the functional description and architecture of DMM in SDN/OpenFlow has been presented in [87] . Both these studies are mainly a functional level discussion without providing design guidelines for mobility management. For further details on SDN networking, the reader is referred to a recent survey [88] .
The mobility management for high-speed railway wireless communication networks has been considered in [89, 90] . The evolution of GSM for railway (GSM-R) to LTE for railway (LTE-R) has yet not been standardized [91] , however, LTE has been considered to study the impact on performance of European Train Control System (ETCS) railway signaling [89] . This study did not consider control and data planes separation unlike [90] where theoretical analysis and simulation results are presented to emphasize higher security of train control system and larger capacity for passenger services by using separation framework. This study, however, did not mention the impact of fast handovers on system performance.
In future cellular systems, mobility management should be as seamless as possible for multicell and multi-RAT technologies in order to provide ubiquitous coverage and meet the capacity demands of UEs. In CARC, coverage is provided distributively by different BSs in their respective coverage areas. In such architecture, each BS has limited local knowledge of the network. Since, the coverage and control is not centralized, hence the serving BS might not be knowing the possible optimal sleeping BS in the vicinity to initiate handover. It might be the case that the serving BS initiate handover to the first tier of neighboring sub-optimal multicell or multi-RAT BS whereas the optimal sleeping BS is present in the higher tiers of neighboring BSs. This is due to the nonavailability of signal strength of sleeping BSs as well as lack of global knowledge of the multiple tiers of BSs. In SARC, the cBS is centralized with global knowledge of all dBSs (active or sleeping) in multiple tiers in the whole coverage area. The cBS will have the context information and it can predict the signal strength of sleeping dBS e.g., using simple distance dependent path-loss and statistical channel conditions, to select, awake and initiate handover which is not possible in CARC. However, this flexibility comes at the expense of more intense signal processing in cBS to find the optimal set of BSs for handover procedures. One of the limitation of SARC is that if cBS fails due to any reason, the whole coverage area might black out, whereas in CARC, failure of one BS just affects a small portion of the coverage area. However, this limitation can be mitigated by a self-organized backup cBS. The global coverage with sleeping data cells in coverage area and optimal/sub-optimal dBS selection scenarios are depicted in Fig. 2 . In this figure, the channel conditions vary for different deployment scenarios. It might be possible that the closest dBS provides worst data service due to deep fades and shadowing effects as compared to the farthest sleeping dBS. However, the central control of cBS provides flexibility in optimal/suboptimal dBS selection by incorporating wake up mechanism for sleeping dBSs.
1) Cell (re) Selection:
The cell (re)selection in SARC is different from CARC. Two possible scenarios of UE activity are described. The first comprises in-active mode where UE does not require data services. Only coverage is required which is provided by the cBS. The UE can be stationary or moving in the coverage area of either dBSs or cBS without requiring any handover procedures. In CARC, the cell (re)selection and subsequent handover is carried out for even in-active UEs to provide ubiquitous coverage. This is due to the coupling of control and data planes. The second case consists of active mode where UE requires data services. This case is quite complex as compared to CARC where data session needs to be established in the same BS that is providing the control signaling. In CARC, if the BS is sleeping, then the coverage has to be provided by neighboring BSs whereas in SARC, cell-sleeping is more flexible as global coverage is provided by the cBS (even in coverage areas of dBSs). Therefore, the notion of cell sleeping in SARC is different than CARC. Since the SARC is more feasible for cell sleeping mechanisms, the cell (re)selection procedures become complex as compared to CARC. The mobility management in SARC has to consider the sleeping cells into account while optimizing the dBS selection for the requested data service. Although cBS has global knowledge of dBSs and UEs in the coverage area, it does not know the channel conditions between sleeping dBS and associated near-by UEs. In best channel conditions, the near-by sleeping cell is the best candidate for data services so the cBS can wake up the sleeping cell by assuming simple path-loss model and performs the cell (re)selection as well as handover procedures. However, in worst channel conditions, there can be a case that the near-by dBS might provide worse received signal strength as compared to a far sleeping dBS. In CARC, the UE reports RSRP measurements of neighboring BSs to the serving BS. In SARC, the cBS is long range and hence UE can report the RSRP measurements of dBSs directly to the cBS that can manage cell (re)selection globally (further potential gains of this strategy are highlighted in Sec. IV-A). However, the measurements by the UE will exclude sleeping dBSs and therefore some other mechanism should be devised for predicting the channel conditions of sleeping dBSs. The cell (re)selection may be based on conventional procedures (RSRP based), though, such procedures are more challenging in SARC due to the sleeping cells in coverage area. The complexity is traded-off with more centralized control on cellsleeping to conserve energy for green cellular communication.
2) Handover Procedures: The handover requirements in SARC and CARC are different. In CARC, complete handover is initiated for cell-centre or cell-edge users. However, in SARC, partial handovers might be required depending on cellcentre or cell-edge users. Therefore, SARC handovers can be classified into partial and full handovers. In partial handover, only data plane handover (DPHO) is required for cell-centre users and control plane is intact. For cell-edge users, complete handover consisting of control plane handover (CPHO) and DPHO might be required. Therefore, SARC offers significant reduction in CPHO overheads for cell-centre users. However, the complete handover in SARC is complex as compared to CARC where the handover is performed softly as both control and data sessions are handed over to a single neighboring BS. In SARC, the control handover is made to the neighboring cBS and data sessions are handed over to the active or sleeping dBSs in the neighboring coverage area. This procedure might produce delays in case of sleeping dBSs. Therefore, an agile and robust soft handover is needed in SARC for cell-edge users. In spite of this complexity, the potential gains in SARC due to CPHO overhead reduction can be significant due to the increased number of cell-centre users. The simplest handover procedure for CPHO and DPHO is depicted in Fig. 3 In CPHO, the cellcentre users do not require handover as discussed above. However, for cell-edge users, CPHO is required whether the UE is in active or in-active data sessions. In case of inactive data sessions, the CPHO is not complex and it can be initiated and performed quickly without incurring delays and hence providing ubiquitous coverage. However, in active data sessions, handover procedures might be challenging due to decoupling of control and data BSs.
b) Data Plane Handover (DPHO):
In current LTE systems, the handover is initiated based on events (A1-A5) where the main theme behind these events is to set a certain threshold between serving and neighboring BSs for handover initiation. When the signal strength of neighboring cell is higher than the serving cell, a handover procedure is initiated. A brief description of events [92] is described as follows:-
• A1: Serving cell becomes better than threshold.
• A2: Serving cell becomes worse than threshold.
• A3: Neighbor becomes offset dB better than serving cell.
• A4: Neighbor becomes better than threshold.
• A5: Serving becomes worse than threshold 1 and neighbor becomes better than threshold 2. In SARC, the cell-centre users will require DPHO based on UE activity. This case can be quite complex as compared to CARC. In case the dBSs are active, then the DPHO procedures are not very complex and no waking-up mechanisms are required. However, the sleeping dBSs may pose challenge to the cBS. Since in this case, the cBS may require localization of UE and prediction of sleeping dBSs channel conditions for UE reports the RSRP measurements of dBSs directly to the cBS that can manage cell (re)selection globally.
Handover Procedures
Complete handover is initiated for cell-center or celledge users Partial handover for cellcenter users and full handovers for cell-edge users Complete handover is performed softly as control/data sessions are handed over to a single neighboring BS.
Complete handover in SARC is complex due to decoupled control and data planes. optimum dBS selection among the neighboring dBSs. Many factors need to be considered before actually waking-up the dBS. It might not be advisable to wake-up a dBS just for short-time roaming users. In order to provide optimum DPHO, mobility trends might be predicted based on context and history to differentiate between short/long term UE camping and avoid ping-pong effects before waking up the dBS. The quick view of mobility management, cell (re)selection, and handover procedure is given in Table VI. The discussion of above mentioned performance measures target two aspects: 1) shortcomings of the existing approaches, and 2) potential gains due to SARC architecture. In order to provide a quick view of this discussion, we provide shortcomings of CARC and potential gains due to SARC in Table VII .
III. COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION (ESSENTIAL BACKGROUND)
The cooperative communication is a broad term encompassing mainly two categories of wireless networks e.g., cellular, and ad-hoc. The objective of cooperation in both cases is same i.e., nodes should act as cooperative agents for other nodes in order to improve, for example, coverage probability, interference management, and capacity of the overall system [93]. However, the cooperation strategies are different due to the presence and absence of infrastructure in former and later cases, respectively. For example, in ad-hoc networks, wireless nodes spontaneously and dynamically self-organize into an arbitrary and temporary infrastructure [94] without relying on central controller (e.g., BS) for the signaling flow and connection management, whereas, in cellular cooperative networks, the wireless nodes are controlled and dependent on the serving BSs. However, cooperative communication with little involvement of BS can be seen in case of D2D communication. This type of communication can be considered as infrastructure based ad-hoc links where peers act as either mobile relays (e.g., content dissemination) or the source nodes (e.g., file transfer, exchange of common contents etc) with little involvement (control signaling) of access and core network. In this context, D2D communication can also be categorized as cooperative communication to assist the network for content dissemination or ad-hoc type direct communication.
In this section, we provide essential background to understand infrastructure based multicell BS coordination (e.g., CoMP), self-organized BS clustering and network-controlled D2D communication.
A. CoMP Classification
CoMP can be classified from a number of different perspectives. For example, if the transmission direction is taken into consideration, then CoMP is classified as either joint detection (JD)(uplink) or joint transmission (JT) (downlink). From the cooperation system architecture, CoMP can either be centralized, decentralized or distributed. The level of CoMP coordination is quantized into no, limited, and full cooperation. Based on this quantization, CoMP scales into either intra-cell beamforming, multicell CB, or fully coordinated CoMP. The classification of CoMP is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
1) Joint Detection:
In multicell JD, each BS receives signals from its respective UEs and exchanges either quantized or un-quantized signal between cooperating BSs. In a typical scenario, a BS suffering from high co-channel interference sends • Soft Coded Bits Transfer: In this cooperation mode, the cooperation request of serving BS must contain not only the PRBs of the transmitted signal, but also its modulation and reference signals. After equalizing and demodulating the received signal, the cooperating BSs transfer the quantized soft values of the coded bits back to the serving BS.
• Decoded Bits Transfer: The serving BS also mentions the decoder of the associated UE and shares it with cooperating BSs which demodulate and decode the signal, perform cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and transfer the decoded data back to the serving BS on successful CRC check. After receiving the response message, the serving BS performs selection combining. For details on JD algorithms, the reader is referred to [95] [96] [97] [98] . 2) Joint Transmission: In multicell JT, CSI and user data of each UE in cooperation set is exchanged between cooperating BSs. Each BS designs beamformers and jointly transmit the data to the target UE. In this scheme, coherent transmission plays a key role to achieve maximum performance gain of JT. The reader is referred to [99] [100] [101] for optimal JT strategies.
3) Centralized: In centralized JD, the cooperating BSs decode the received signal of the corresponding UEs according to the cooperation mode (mentioned in III-A1) and share it with the BS that acts as a centralized node to jointly decode all UEs. In case of centralized JT, each participating BS of cooperation cluster send the CSI to the centralized controller which finds global optimal precoding vectors. These precoding vectors are then shared between participating BSs to exploit inter-cell interference.
4) De-centralized:
In decentralized JD, every cooperating BS individually and independently decodes the uplink transmission of respective UEs by exploiting CSI that has been shared between all BSs in the cooperation cluster. In case of JT, every cooperating BS has different extent of CSI knowledge and no BS in the cooperation cluster has full knowledge of global CSI at transmitter. The global optimal precoding is not possible in this case and hence this decentralized JT provides sub-optimal solutions.
5) Distributed:
This scheme is similar to the centralized approach with only difference that there is no dedicated central unit (CU) and any participating BS can act as a centralized node in a distributed manner.
6) Intra-cell Beamforming: In case of non-cooperative CoMP, BSs do not exchange information, rather perform individual intra-cell beamforming based on limited feedback from their respected UEs. Based on feedback, each serving BS performs interference-aware scheduling and the corresponding UEs have the capability of IRC receiver.
7) multicell Coordinated Beamforming:
In this case, the cooperating BSs exchange CSI between each other in order to reduce the inter-cell interference. This level of coordination requires small backhaul capacity and is known as coordinated beamforming in 3GPP LTE-A literature.
8) Full Cooperation:
In case of full cooperation, CSI and user data of each CoMP-enabled UE is exchanged between cooperating BSs. This scheme requires very large backhaul capacity and strict synchronization requirements to perform joint signal processing. The full extent of this cooperation may be exploited by adopting coordinated and coherent transmission to the target UE.
B. CoMP Clustering
Due to signaling overheads on air interface and backhaul, the number of BSs in cooperation cluster is limited in practice. For such cooperating BSs, the clustering can be static or dynamic. The static clustering is designed on the basis of geographical positioning of BSs and is kept constant over time and channel conditions. However, dynamic or adaptive clustering adapts the channel conditions and is comparatively more complex. The adaptive clustering for current cellular system is suggested by exploiting existing RF measurements reported by UEs to the serving BS [102] as shown in Fig. 5 . In such an approach, huge number of average RSRP measurements are extracted from the measurement report messages by serving BSs of respective UEs. These huge measurements are categorized in the form of reporting sets and sent to the CoMP CU (CCU) which selects the cooperation cluster based on some performance indicator. These indicators may, for example, include system load, delay, system complexity, combined signal strength, user priority classifications, or other network related metrics [102] . The advantage of this approach is that it can utilize the existing framework of 3GPP (functions such as automatic neighbor relation (ANR), neighbor relation tables (NRTs)) to provide self-organizing network (SON) based clustering solution.
C. Decive-to-device Cooperation
In present cellular systems, we have HetNets that comprise macrocells, small cells (micro, pico, femto), access points, and smart mobile devices. In future cellular systems, ultra-dense HetNets are expected where capacity and coverage can be met by cooperation between different nodes. In this context, even more smaller granularity of cooperation is expected e.g., CB/CoMP at device level (D2D CoMP) and D2D cooperation for content dissemination or common information exchange.
D2D communication has an old origin in the form of adhoc and personal area networking technologies in unlicensed spectrum bands e.g., industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) bands. In this case, short range communication is possible without infrastructure unlike cellular communication where network control is mandatory. Although such ad-hoc communication requires very less control signaling, it inherits certain drawbacks such as limited content sharing, no pointto-multipoint links, synchronization issues, authentication, and security concerns. D2D communication has also been proposed in licensed spectrum especially in cellular bands in either ad-hoc or network-assisted mode. The ad-hoc mode of D2D communication in licensed spectrum offers limited applications similar to the unlicensed counterpart, however, network-assisted D2D communication in cellular band has many applications and services including proximity-based commercial services, social networking, video sharing, mobile relaying, gaming, traffic offloading, capacity enhancement (frequency reuse), extended cellular coverage, and improved energy efficient communication.
D2D communication has been studied by research community quite long. In early 2006, mobile communication system Aura-Net, based on wireless technology FlashLinQ, was proposed. This communication system exploited D2D communication for proximity-aware inter-networking to enhance and augment the capacity and coverage of wireless wide area network (WWAN) [103] . The proposed system features distributed spatial spectrum reuse protocol that is scalable to different levels of proximal granularity. It is mentioned that Aura-Net provides a template for future proximal aware "Internet of Things".
The smart communication devices have the capability to be virtually connected to any device, any time, anywhere. This global connectivity offers remoteness as well as proximity at the same time. Coupled with proximity services, the ultradense heterogeneity of future cellular networks can be exploited to achieve potential advantages of low-range high-rate D2D data communication to enhance capacity and coverage. D2D communication is considered as a sub-feature of 3GPP LTE-Direct Rel-12 [104] . It comprises two main features: 1) Device to Device Peer Discovery 2) Device to Device Data Communications In order to complement huge SC deployments and overcome OPEX and energy efficiency concerns, traffic off-loading from cellular to multi-RAT networks, other unlicensed wireless infrastructures (e.g., WiFi) and multi-hop ad hoc links between devices drew much attention recently. The MOTO project [105] funded by the European Commission under FP7 proposes traffic offloading where D2D communication is one of the ingredients. The establishment of D2D links can be considered as ad-hoc network in infrastructure where the network resources are reused by mobile peers directly with little involvement (control signaling) of access and core network. In this hybrid architecture (infrastructure based ad-hoc links), huge capacity, ubiquitous coverage, energy efficiency, and backhaul gains are promised by exploiting maximum D2D links and reusing the resources optimally.
D2D communication is being considered as an integral part of next generation cellular networks where proximity services and social networks are dominating over conventional services. The network-assisted D2D communication offers another tier of communication within a cell by reusing the spectrum resources. The reduced distance between nodes improves spectral efficiency, throughput per area, energy efficiency, and latency. The link reliability can be improved by migrating from multi-hop to single hop communication (mesh-like topology). The coverage can be enhanced by multi-hop cooperation between devices which can be the only communication in case of no coverage-zone, coverage holes, and emergency situation. The load balancing and load management can be optimized by network and device pro-active caching of common information and offloading the devices to establish direct links [106] . Hence, D2D links in future cellular networks are key enablers for traffic off-loading, reducing access delays, optimal resource utilization, capacity and coverage enhancements, and energy efficient communication.
The huge potential performance gains due to direct communication are coupled with certain challenges that include quality-of-experience (QoE), quality-of-protection (QoP), user consent, battery issues, and cellular aspects. These factors are very important and can directly effect the performance gains of D2D communication. The QoE includes user perception, expectations, and experience that needs to be maintained in cellular and direct mode of communication. The QoE is a measure of user's desired or expected experience about cellular services. Though user might not be interested in specific mode of communication (cellular or D2D), he can be considered as perceiving seamless switching between two modes and enjoying services at agreed QoS. The QoP refers to the confidentiality and privacy which is even more severe when the locations and contents may be compromised by intruding D2D partner. However, this can be tackled by incorporating simple authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) procedures to block such attacks. Even with this solution, using the device without the consent and permission of the mobile owner is a big problem along with battery consumption issues. Using the device for D2D relaying, for example, without incentivizing the mobile owner can not be realized practically. The cellular aspects include interference management due to underlay D2D network, optimal number of D2D nodes, exploitation of common interests (social relationship strength to harness D2D communication), CSI between nodes, and synchronized switching between cellular and D2D nodes.
D2D communication can be classified in a taxonomic representation as shown in Fig. 6 .
The spectrum used for D2D communication can be either inband or outband. The inband spectrum is considered as licensed cellular band whereas outband spectrum means unlicensed e.g., ISM band. D2D links can operate either in FDD, time division duplex (TDD) [107] [108] [109] , or full duplex [110] [111] [112] [113] . In FDD mode, two separate frequencies for transmit and receive are required at both nodes of D2D link. This results in under-utilization of spectrum by underlay D2D network. In order to overcome under-utilization of frequencies, TDD mode can be used where single frequency is required for transmit and receive. This comes with more complex transceiver design. The full duplex model allows single frequency without slot sharing (as in TDD mode), however, this can be possible if self-interference due to simultaneous transmission/reception can be canceled. The interested reader is referred to [113] for further details. The TDD and full duplex modes have potential advantages of cost-effective transceiver design in small form factor. D2D communication is possible without network, however, it has limited applications as compared to network-assisted direct communication. The capacity and coverage can be enhanced either by overlay or underlay system model. In case of overlay communication, the dedicated spectrum is allocated for D2D network. This can be done by partitioning the available spectrum for cellular and D2D users. In this system model interference management can be relaxed due to allocating dedicated spectrum. However, this model results in low frequency reuse and waste of cellular resources [114, 115] . A more complex underlay model can be realized where maximum capacity and coverage can be achieved by sharing the same spectrum between cellular and D2D users (full frequency reuse) by incorporating more sophisticated interference management techniques. The interference management comprises either power or RRM depending on uplink or downlink spectrum reuse.
The reader is referred to [116] and [117] for further details on CoMP and more recent study on CoMP for 5G networks, respectively. For D2D communication, [118] and [119] provide comprehensive survey and tutorial on the subject.
IV. COOPERATION IN SARC
The cooperation in next generation ultra-dense HetNet is indispensable especially when huge D2D links are exploited. In this section, we provide preliminary discussions for possible extension of cooperation framework in SARC. In this context, we first present coordinated beamforming followed by D2D clustering and D2D CoMP in SARC. We further discuss realization of SARC in cloud-RAN architecture, fronthaul/backhaul limitations and possible solution in the form of pro-active caching. 
A. Coordinated Beamforming
In coordinated beamforming, the desired and interfering CSI (ICI) is required at each participating BS of the cooperation set. In conventional multicell CARC, UE measures channel state of serving and neighboring BSs and reports the quantized channel information to the serving BS. The serving BS sorts out ICI and exchanges corresponding interference information to the participating BSs. The participating BSs receive delayed interference information via backhaul and choose appropriate beamformers. In this mechanism, there are two drawbacks. First, the exchange of CSIs between cooperating BSs incurs backhaul delay in addition to the feedback delay from UEs (refer [120, 121] for further details). Secondly, in case the CSI is perturbed (due to quantization effects, noise etc) during exchange via backhaul, the interference at the neighboring cells cannot be perfectly removed resulting in sub-optimal performance [122] . In order to highlight these problems, a simple system model of three cells is considered where exchange of desired and interfering channels for SARC and CARC are, respectively, compared in Fig. 7 . In this figure, the downlink (uplink) desired and interfering channels at UE (BS/dBS) are, respectively h k and g k,x for x ∈ {l, m}. The UE normalizes and qunatizes these channels toĥ k [n] and g k,x [n], respectively. These channel are fed back by the UE to the serving BS/dBS. The purpose of limited (qunatized) feedback is to send the channel direction to the serving BSs [121] where multi-antenna beamforming (single-cell) or CB (multicell) vectors are chosen in such a way that they lie in the null space of interference channel directions [123] to achieve inter-cell interference nulling.
The feedback delay associated with CSI is D k . Upon receiving the CSI, each BS segregates and forwards ICI to the respective cooperating BSs via backhaul which causes an additional delay D k,x resulting into a total delay of
The relation between the current and delayed CSI and ICI is given by Gauss-Markov auto-regressive model [124] that assumes slowly time varying channels as follows [123] :
where e h k [n] and e g k,x [n] are, respectively, desired and interferer channel error vectors distributed as CN (0, 1). The autocorrelation function of desired and interfering channel are η k and η k,x , respectively, defined by the Clarke's auto-correlation model [124] , [125] as:
where b 0 is the variance of the underlying Gaussian process, J 0 (.) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, f d is the maximum Doppler frequency, and T s is the symbol duration. Based on above formulation, in Fig. 7(a) , it can be seen that each BS exchanges the quantized interference channel between cooperation set. This ICI experiences asymmetric backhaul delay D k,x . In such a distributed architecture, the coherent beamforming can not be achieved and, hence, the benefits of CB can not be fully exploited. However, in SARC, the CSI/ICI is fed back directly to the cBS, therefore D k,x associated with the dBS x is reduced to D x . For this case, the auto-correlation function of the interfering channel and corresponding ICI becomes
By reducing η k,x = η k in (2) and D k,x = D k in (1), we can see that, in Fig. 7(b) , the backhaul delay has been eliminated due to direct feedback from the UEs to cBS and hence all beamformers for the participating dBSs can be designed coherently. Although the coherent beamforming can be carried out in SARC, the real problem is to share the beamformers to the corresponding dBSs via asymmetric backhaul links. This problem can be tackled by incorporating centralized timing advance mechanism in cBS CU to allow the participating dBSs adjust the transmission to achieve coherent CB.
The distributed beamforming suits to CARC architecture where CSI/ICI is available in a distributed manner and beamformers are designed at every participating BS. In this case, the perturbation of ICI and corresponding backhaul delay directly effects the performance of CB. However, in SARC, due to inherent centralized ubiquitous coverage, the CSI/ICI from UEs can directly be fed back to cBS. The cBS can act as a CU to design coherent beamformers based on large number of measurement reports. The advantage of this approach is that the backhaul signaling for exchange of interference information and corresponding asymmetric delay can be removed. This approach can further adapt the channel conditions more rapidly since the beamforming does not depend on backhaul delays. In order to address perturbation issue due to exchange of ICI via backhaul links, the availability of global CSI at cBS can be leveraged to jointly design beamforming matrix. Although the exchange of jointly designed beamforming matrix may also be perturbed while exchanging beamformers to the cooperating dBSs via backhaul, the perturbation will effect the overall matrix and results in fair system performance unlike distributed beamformer design in case of CARC.
B. D2D Clustering
In order to enhance spectral efficiency of cellular systems, intra-cell interference has been tackled in LTE and LTE-A by using OFDMA technology and RRM. Therefore, intra-cell interference is not a problem in such systems, however, intercell interference exists for which cooperative communication (CB, and CoMP) has been suggested [17] to coordinate interference between clusters of BSs and improve cell-edge performance.
In future ultra-dense HetNets, underlay D2D network is being considered as an integral part for rapidly evolving proximal inter-networking. This smallest communication tier reuses the resources of primary users within a cell and hence again generates intra-cell interference which was previously mitigated by OFDMA technology. If we extend the granularity of cooperation at device level and utilize centralized context and CSI (due to separation framework) at cBS CU, we can flexibly control intra/inter-cell interference and hence meet huge capacity gains and spectral efficiency demands of future cellular systems without compromising energy efficiency, and overhead signaling cost (e.g., at air interface or backhaul links). We can further improve these metrics by exploiting self-organized D2D clusters and network controlled D2D communication.
In the following, we consider hierarchical HetNet (i.e., D2D tiers in cBS as well as dBS tiers [126] ) in SARC and realize D2D communication using channel condition and/or social relationship between nodes as shown in Fig. 8 .
1) Channel Conditions based D2D clusters:
D2D communication can be realized either in ad-hoc mode or in the form of clusters. In ad-hoc mode, we consider point-topoint links between devices. Since two nodes are allowed to communicate based on shortest distance (reduced pathloss) criterion therefore, in this case, small cooperation radius is required. This mode is feasible for exchange of already cached common information between two devices. However, this mode undermines the potential capacity gain due to the rejection of other nodes that might come in the cooperation radius and request the same common information. In clustered mode, we consider point-to-multipoint links between devices, therefore, requiring comparatively higher cooperation radius. This mode is feasible for content dissemination. Based on the channel conditions or simple reduced path-loss criterion, one node can be selected by the network to disseminate contents to the requesting nodes. This mode offers higher capacity gain as compared to ad-hoc mode of D2D communication. For cluster regions in ad-hoc and clustered mode, we foresee interference due to:
• Primary cellular user.
• Intra-cluster D2D nodes.
• Inter-cluster D2D nodes. In order to minimize mutual interference between cellular and D2D users, the power optimization at conventional serving BS should consider uplink power control of not only cellular users but also transmit power of near-by D2D nodes. This can be possible if serving BS request near-by D2D nodes to share CSI between the nodes. The CSI may also be used for network-assisted centralized or distributed beamforming to mitigate intra-cluster interference. Similarly, if we incorporate inter-cluster level cooperation, further capacity gains may be envisaged.
2) Social network based D2D clusters: The channel conditions based clustering of D2D nodes is realistic, however it provides overestimated spectral gains due to the assumption that every node has common information to exchange with every other node. In order to assume realistic assumption about common information exchange or content dissemination, social-aware D2D communication should be considered. The social influence of different mobile users may be quantized into different levels of social impact by exploiting the history and logs of each user. For example, some mobile users have limited social influence in terms of assisting the network for content dissemination or offloading and they fit into the category of cellular mode or ad-hoc mode D2D communication. On contrary, many mobile users fall into the category of clustered type D2D communication where they can actively assist the network for exchange of common information and content dissemination. Such social influence may be exploited to model realistic and optimum D2D links/clusters. The exemplary social network for different levels of social interaction is shown in Fig. 9 . In this figure, D2D link establishment can be done by considering different decision criterion. In this context, different users may be assigned different levels of social influence. The social influence can be calculated using measures of centrality. For example, we can use simple measure of closeness centrality to assign weights to different users in Fig.  9 . The closeness centrality is defined as the shortest distance between a reference node and all other nodes reachable from it [127, 128] . The simple mathematical relation of closeness centrality can be given as:
where N is the total number of nodes and d(.) is the shortest distance between reference node and all other nodes. Using (4), the closeness centrality 4 weights can be measured as shown in Table VIII. According to closeness centrality calculated in Table VIII , U 7 has no social influence, therefore it is suitable for cellular mode. The users U 1 and U 6 have low level of social influence and hence they are feasible for ad-hoc mode D2D communication. The users U 2 , U 4 and U 5 have slightly higher influence as compared to users U 1 and U 6 that allows them to be considered for clustered mode D2D communication. In case of ties (e.g., U 2 , U 4 , U 5 ), reduced path-loss or better channel conditions based criterion may be used to establish link. User U 3 has highest influence which make it suitable for content dissemination in clustered mode of D2D communication. 4 The closeness centrality has been normalized by the maximum weight in Table VIII . 3) Prediction based adaptive D2D clustering: As mentioned in Sec. III-B, the clusters can be static or dynamic where the latter offers more gains as compared to former. The dynamic clustering and cooperation framework is suitable for nomadic users [17] . Since D2D communication is being evolved for proximity services and inter-networking, dynamic clustering and cooperation framework is very feasible for such type of communication. The dynamic clustering can be extended into self-organized adaptive clustering if the user mobility is predicted. For example, by predicting dwell times of potential D2D users at serving dBS, the required signaling for D2D clustering may be performed in a selforganized manner. Another advantage of this approach is that the prediction of dwell times may allow to tackle ping pong effects and reduce handover cost for switching between cellular and D2D modes. The adaptive clusters can further be optimized by considering mobility patterns along with reduced path-loss, common contents and channel condition criterion.
C. D2D CoMP
In previous sub-section, we have presented two modes of D2D communication i.e., ad-hoc and clustered (Fig. 8) . In both cases, cooperation framework for multicell BS i.e., CB and CoMP can be realized in SARC for D2D communication. This type of cooperation coupled with common information exchange (ad-hoc mode) or content dissemination (clustered mode) is introduced as D2D CoMP. Since cBS has global context of every node in the coverage area, it can discover nodes for either ad-hoc or clustered mode communication e.g., by localizing nodes and applying shortest distance/reduced path-loss criterion.
In order to get CSI between cooperating and requesting nodes, cBS can send a reference signal and request a CSI feedback. Based on RSRP values, one of the node in cooperation cluster may send CSI directly to the cBS. The cBS can use this CSI to design beamformers and share with nodes in cooperation set for proactively cached common information exchange or content dissemination. D2D CoMP in SARC is shown in Fig. 10 .
In this figure, D2D cooperation regions are shown for ad-hoc and clustered mode D2D CoMP operation. In case of ad-hoc mode, cBS needs to localize and discover an influential partner node 5 with shortest distance (reduced pathloss) criterion. Once an influential node (containing common information) is identified within proximity of requesting node, cBS can command influential node to send reference signal and subsequently request CSI feedback from the requesting D2D node. For example, in a simple scenario, zero-forcing (ZF) or minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) [129] can be used to design precoder to realize CB for ad-hoc mode D2D communication.
In case of clustered mode D2D communication, cBS needs to localize a set of influential nodes (known as cooperating nodes in traditional CoMP) that can make cooperation cluster for content dissemination. At this stage, cBS needs to know CSI between requesting and influential nodes. Similar to the ad-hoc mode, cBS can command influential nodes to send reference signal and subsequently request CSI feedback from the requesting node. However, CSI acquisition is more complex as compared to ad-hoc mode due to higher number of distributed influential nodes. Here, we present one strategy to acquire CSI at cBS. In this strategy, cBS will schedule different time slots in a time division multiple access (TDMA) fashion and allocate these slots to the influential nodes. Meanwhile, cBS will command requesting node to acquire time division multiplexed (TDM) reference signals, measure CSI and feedback to the cBS. Once CSI is acquired by the cBS, ZF or MMSE, as mentioned for ad-hoc mode, can be used to design precoders at cBS and shared with influential nodes. The D2D CoMP has potential gains to mitigate interference, however, it comes with the additional cost of higher signaling for CSI acquisition.
D. SARC in Cloud-RAN
The realization of control and data planes separation has been discussed briefly in [30, 130, 131] through Carrier Aggregation (CA) and multiple remote radio head (RRH) . Similarly, in [132] , the integration of software-defined RAN (SD-RAN) and BCG2 architecture (i.e., decoupled control and data planes) has been suggested to achieve greater benefits and faster realization of both technologies. Motivated by such studies, we present arguments to support SARC in existing 5 An influential node can be identified by utilizing the history/context of different nodes and assigning some weight based on the activity of the node e.g., time duration of active sessions, file upload/download frequency etc.
cloud RAN (C-RAN) architecture. The C-RAN solution comes into two types [133] . The first one is fully centralized where RRH provides radio function and the baseband functions (layer 1, layer 2, etc) are provided by the base band unit (BBU). The second is partially centralized where layer 1 functionality of baseband function is integrated into the RRH. Both C-RAN solutions comprise RRH, the radio function and antennas (located at remote sites as close to the UEs as possible), mobile fronthaul, the fiber link between RRH and BBUs (which can be distributed or centralized at the central office (CO)). In order to realize SARC in C-RAN (SC-RAN), some RRHs can be deployed at cBS for ubiquitous coverage and the remaining RRHs for data services. The proposed SC-RAN is shown in Fig. 11 .
In this figure, SC-RAN is equivalent to traditional C-RAN with decoupled control and data planes. The BBU stack in CO brings flexibility in C-RAN for joint management of resources and the co-existence of control and data BBUs in SC-RAN can extend this flexibility to share signaling, channel conditions (e.g., CSI), and user data. This results into higher potential to perform joint signal processing e.g., CB and CoMP [133] . The adaptive clustering is more manageable in centralized BBUs in SC-RAN due to global control of the coverage area (cBS BBU). The notion of cell-sleeping can be realized and load balancing, mobility management, and interference management can be accomplished more flexibly with reduced OPEX and higher energy efficiency resulting into future green cellular networks.
The flexibility of realizing SC-RAN comes with the expensive requirement of fronthaul/backhaul links. Since, huge information needs to be exchanged between cooperating dBSs in case of CoMP, high capacity fronthaul/backhaul links are required. In order to address the problem of high capacity backhaul requirements, the distributed caching of contents in femtocells has been proposed in [134, 135] . These approaches use high storage capacity at femto BS to cache most popular contents and harnessing D2D communication for content delivery. Recently, the backhaul problem in CoMP has been addressed using cache-enabled relays and BSs [136] [137] [138] . All these approaches are based on cache-enabled opportunistic cooperative MIMO (CoMP) framework where a portion of contents are cached at cooperating set of relays or BSs to relax backhaul capacity requirements. Such approaches may be used in SC-RAN, where partially centralized C-RAN (with layer 1 functionality integrated into RRH) can be incorporated so that cache-enabled dBSs can provide high-rate data services in CoMP fashion without requiring huge capacity requirements.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we outline several performance measures to highlight potential gains and give motivation for evolution of traditional coupled architecture towards control and data planes separation. The different perspectives of energy efficiency, system capacity, interference management and mobility handling are discussed. Since, control and data planes separation approach is in its early stage, little literature exists that addresses some of the performance measures (e.g., [31, 32] Figure 11 : Split C-RAN Architecture evaluates energy and spectral efficiency). Wherever possible, we provided survey of the approaches proposed for separation architecture; otherwise, we provided our view point for potential advantages and associated complexities in SARC. By considering different scenarios from the perspective of outlined performance measures, it is revealed that there is a huge potential for capacity and energy efficiency enhancements by separating control and data planes. Moreover, the SARC provides flexibility in mobility management at the cost of more complex signaling network. The second part of the article provides background for cooperation framework for interference management in multicell environment. It is emphasized that there are several potential advantages of sending CSI to the cBS and exploiting pro-active caching to realize backhaul relaxed CB and CoMP for interference management in future ultra-dense cellular environment.
Another perspective of cooperation has been presented where cooperation means assisting network for common information exchange or content dissemination between nearby devices in the form of ad-hoc or clustered mode direct communication. D2D CoMP has been introduced where conventional cooperation framework has been suggested to handle intra-cell interference. Due to ubiquitous coverage in SARC, centralized cBS offers more flexibility in CSI acquisition and corresponding beamforming for CB and CoMP operation. The centralized cBS also offers higher degree of freedom to predict nodes for content sharing and it can even be combined with network pro-active caching and adaptive clustering for selforganized D2D communication.
Motivated by the control and data planes separation framework, in the following, we outline the lessons learned and several potential research directions in this area:
• Energy efficiency is the most important aspect of future cellular systems. Among many approaches mentioned in Sec. II-A (e.g., BS switch-off, smart grid, renewable energy sources), dynamic BS switch-off mechanism can play an important role in realizing green cellular communication. The inherent drawback of coverage holes (due to BS switch-off techniques) and more interference (due to increased transmit power in cell range expansion) does not exist in SARC due to ubiquitous coverage. Some of the research studies (e.g., [31, 32, 44] ) investigated the potential gains in energy efficiency due to control and data planes separation. In order to investigate full energy efficiency gains, the realistic power consumption models are required. For such models, existing approaches for traditional architecture can be investigated followed by more advanced and sophisticated energy management techniques for SARC.
• The higher spectrum and more bandwidth are envisioned to ensure capacity requirements of future cellular networks. In this context, mm-Wave spectrum and carrier aggregation are potential candidates for next generation cellular networks. A lot of research is being conducted to investigate feasibility of mm-Wave spectrum. Designing new channel models for dual connectivity (i.e., mm-Wave for data plane and lower frequency for control plane) has a lot of research potential that can lead towards communication in SARC.
• For current HetNet, intra-cell interference does not exist and inter-cell interference management has been standardized. In future ultra-dense networks, intra-cell interference will again be a problem due to underlay systems e.g., D2D communication. In order to overcome this interference, existing techniques of CB and CoMP can be extended at device level (D2D) and the backhaul limitations can be be complemented by exploiting proactive caching techniques (e.g., [136] [137] [138] ).
• In future ultra-dense environment, cells at mm-Wave spectrum will have spot beam coverage. This results in huge capacity enhancements which can further be leveraged by harnessing D2D cooperation for content sharing or content dissemination.
• Mobility management is flexible due to higher degree of freedom in SARC. However, this comes at the price of complex signaling network in SARC. The control plane design will be more complex due to more tiers (underlay networks). In this context, lot of research endeavors are required to realize seamless handovers and higher coverage probability while ensuring QoS requirements of each user.
